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Extensions oî projective volumes to projective measures
Introduction. Let V be a non-empty family of subsets of an abstract 

space X. Denote by S(V ) the family of all sets which are finite unions 
of pairwise disjoint sets from the family V. The family of sets V is called 
a prering if for any two sets A and В  in V we have that the sets A n B  
and A \ B  belong to the family $(F). Throughout this paper the family 
F is a prering.

Let jff be a Hilbert space. We denote its norm by | |, and its inner 
product by ( , ). We call a mapping и from the prefing V into the Hilbert 
space H  an orthogonal volume if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) if A and В belong to V and A n B  = 0 ,  then (u(A), u(B)) = 0, (b) the 
set function и is countably additive on the prering V, that is, if A and An 
are in V, where the sets An are pairwise disjoint for n = 1, 2, ...,  and 
A = IJ An, then и {A) = £  u(A n) in the Hilbert space (H , | |).

П П
A countably additive non-negative finite-valued set function v on 

the prefing V is called a volume. Denote by Lp (v, Y) for 1 < p < oo the 
family of Lebesgue-Bochner Xp-summable functions / from the space X  
into a Banach space Y generated by the volume v on the prering V. 
(See [1], [6] for a construction of these spaces.)

Let v be a volume on a prefing V. The completion vc of the volume v 
is the volume, defined on the family Vc of all subsets A of X  with the property 
that the function cA is in the space L ^v, B) by the formula vc(A) — fcA dv, 
where cA denotes the charactefistic function of the set A. Throughout 
this paper we will denote by В  the space of all feal numbers. The volume 
vc can be characterized as the largest volume generating the same integration 
as the volume v (see [2] and [5]). If Y is a Banach space, then the spaces 
Lp(v, Y) and Lp(vc, Y) coincide for 1 < oo. For all functions / in
Lp(v, Y) we have the norms ||/||„ and ||/||„c coincide for l ^ p  < oo, where 
the norm ||/||„ is given by the formula (J \f\pdv)llp for all functions / in 
Lp(v, Y) (see [8]).

In [7] we develop the theory of an integfal j  fdu, where the set 
function и is an orthogonal volume and the functions f  ale from the set 
X  into the family L(H) of linear continuous operators from the Hilbert
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space Я  into itself. There we also prove that every orthogonal volume 
и on the prering V has a unique extension to an orthogonal volume uc 
defined on the prering Vc. The extension of и to uc is not essential for the 
theory of integration with respect to an orthogonal volume since it is 
also shown that |fdu  and J fd u c coincide (see [7], Sections 2 and 4). It 
is worth while to compare these results with a recent paper of Masani 
[11], where integration with respect to an orthogonal measure of complex 
valued functions is developed. In the construction of the integral as given 
in [11] it is essential that one first “complete” the orthogonal volume 
since the integral is defined with respect to the completion. Namely, 
if и is an orthogonal volume on V let us denote by vu the volume on the 
prering V defined by vu(A) = \u(A)\2 for all A e V.

In [11] the following Theorem is proven before integration with 
respect to an orthogonal volume is defined.

Theorem (Hahn extension of an orthogonal volume). Let
(i) и be an orthogonal volume on the prering V,

(ii) w be the unique non-negative (sigma-finite) measure extending 
vu to the sigma-ring W = r(F) generated by V,

(iii) W0 — {B : Be W and w(A) < oo}.
Then и has a unique extension to an orthogonal volume u* on W0 such 

that w(A) = |w*(A)|2 for all Ae W0.
The proof of the previous theorem in [11] is based on measure theoretic 

techniques. The reason that this Hahn extension of an orthogonal volume 
is needed in [11] in order to define integration with respect to an orthogonal 
volume is the following: Let и be an orthogonal volume on the prering 
V and w and vu as defined in the previous theorem. Denote by L 2(w) 
the Hilbert space of Lebesgue square-summable complex-valued functions.

П
It i. well known that the «et of «impie functions .  = £  щсА(, «, complex
numbers, A{ e W0, i  = 1, 2, . . ., n, is dense in L %{w). If s is a simple function,

П
then in [11] the integral jsd u  is defined as ai u{Ai), but this requires

i= l
that the orthogonal volume и be defined on W0.

As [7] shows the integrals f fd u  and f fd u c coincide, and the construc
tion of the completion uc comes as a result of the integration theory. 
(To see the relations between the Lebesgue integral generated by a measure 
and the integral generated by a volume see [3].)

Denote by P ( S )  the family of all orthogonal projection operators 
from the Hilbert space H  into itself. A set function p from the prering V 
into the fa m ily  P(H ) is called a projective volume if the following conditions 
are satisfied: (a) if A  and В  are disjoint sets from V, then p (A )p (B ) = 0, 
(b) for each h in the Hilbert space Я  the set function uh, given by the
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formula uh = p (-)h , is countably additive from the prering V into the 
Hilbert space (H , | I). It follows immediately that for each h in S  the set 
function uh is an orthogonal volume on the prering V. Therefore for each 
h in H  it follows that the set function vh defined by the formula vh = \uh|2 
is a volume on the prering V.

If Y is any Banach space we define the family L(p , Y) of p-summable 
functions to be the intersection of the spaces B 2(vh, Y) over all h in H. 
In [9] we develop the theory of an integral ffd p  for / in L(p , F ), where 
the family F  is a subspace of the family L(H ) and the set function p  is 
a projective volume under the assumption that operators T and p{A) 
commute for all T  in F  and all A in V. For each h in H  the value of the 
integral is defined by the formula (ffdp )h  = j f d u h. In this paper we 
prove that every projective volume p  on the prering V has a unique 
extension to a projective measure defined on a sigma-ring Vp. We also 
show that the spaces L(p , F) and L(pp, F) coincide and the integrals 
ffd p  and f fdpp coincide for all / in L(p , F ). Therefore the extension of 
a projective volume to a projective measure is not essential for the theory 
of such integration.

1. Characterization of the family Vp. If v is a volume on the prering 
V denote by M(v) the sigma-ring of ^-measurable sets, and by M{v, Y) 
the space of functions / from X  into the Banach space Y which are v- 
measurable. For a development of these spaces see [4]. Denote by N (v) 
the family of all subsets A  of X  such that for each s >  0 there exists 
a sequence An of sets in V such that A  is a subset of U An and ^  v (An) < в.

n n
Let p be a projective volume on V, and for each h in H  let vh be the 

volume on V given by the formula vh = \p{-)h\2. We define the family 
N(p) of p-null sets to be the intersection over all h in H  of the families 
X(vh). A condition C(x) depending on a parameter x in X  is said to be 
satisfied p-almost everywhere if there exists a set A in X (p) such that the 
condition G (x) is satisfied for all x not in A. Let us also define the family 
M{p) of p-measurable sets as the intersection over all h in H  of the sigma- 
rings M(vh) of immeasurable sets. We also denote by M{p, Y) the family 
of p-measurable functions, defined as the intersection over all h in H  of 
the families M(vh, Y) for any Banach space Y.

Denote by BM (p, Y) the family of all functions / in M (p, Y) such 
that there exists a constant C >  0 and a p-null set A in N{p) such that 
\f(x)\ < G for all x not in A. In [9] we prove that the family L(p , Y) of 
p-summable functions coincides with the family B M (p, Y) for every 
Banach space Y.

Denote by Vp the family of all subsets A of A  such that the character
istic function cA is in L(p , B).

Theorem 1. The fam ily of sets Vp is a sigma-ring, and we have:
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(a) the fam ily Vp is  the intersection over all h in  H  of the families M(vh) 
of vh-measurable sets,

(b) the fam ily Vp is the intersection over all h in Л  of the families (Vh)c. 
The expression ( Vh)c denotes the completion of the prering V with respect 
to the volume vh.

Proof. Prom [4], Section 3 we have that a subset A of X  belongs 
to M(vh) for all h in H  if and only if the characteristic function cA belongs 
to M (vh,B ) , the family of ^-measurable real-valued functions, for all 
h in Я. But this is equivalent to the condition that the function cA is 
in the space BM {p, B). As we noted, L{p, B) consists of all ^-essentially 
bounded measurable functions, thus we have the function cA in L(p, B) 
if and only if cA is in M (vh, B) for all h in Л , yielding part (a). Since each 
of the families M{vh) is a sigma-ring, we have that Vp is also a sigma-ring.

Now if the function cA is in L(p , B), then from the definition of this 
space we have the function cA in L 2(vh, B) for all h in Л , and conversely. 
Therefore the function cA is in L x{vh, B) for all h in Л. Thus from the 
definition of the families ( Vh)c we have that cA is in L(p , B) if and only if 
A is in ( Vh)c for all h in Л , yielding part (b).

2. Existence and uniqueness of extensions of projective volumes.
In the following let us identify the space В  of real numbers with the family 
B I  of all linear operators of the form T — c l  for some real number c, 
where I  denotes the identity operator on the Hilbert space H. Consider 
the set function pp defined by the formula pp(A)h = (fcAIdp)h  for 
all sets A in Vp, and all h in Л . Let us now prove that the set function 
pp is well-defined from the sigma-ring Vp into the family of orthogonal 
projection operators Р (Л ). The set function pp is called the completion 
of the projective volume p.

Theorem 2. For each projective volume p from the prering V into the 
fam ily Р (Л ) of orthogonal projective operators on the Hilbert space H there 
exists a unique projective measure pp on the sigma-ring Vp which is an 
extension of the projective volume p. The extension is given by

pp{A)h = (f c A Idpj h = j c AIduh

for all sets A in  Vp and all h in  Л . For all sets A in  Vp and all h in  H we 
have the identity

(1) \Рр{А)М* = [4)eW-
Proof. Since Tp{A) = p (A )T  for all linear operators T in B I  and 

all sets A in V, from [9] we have that the integral (’ cAIdp  is well-defined 
for all A  in V, and is a linear continuous operator from the Hilbert space 
H  into itself.
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Let ns show that pp is a projective volume on the sigma-ring Vp. 
From [9], Section 2, Proposition 1 we have for all sets A in Vp the identity

(/ ° л I  dpj* = j  с AI* dp = J  eAI  dp ,

where the symbol * denotes the adjoint operation. Thus pp(A) = (pp{A)f 
for all sets A  in Vp.

Lemma 1. For all sets A and В in  Vp we bave 

Pp U )P p (B) = pp(A n B ).

Proof. From [9], Section 2, Proposition 3 for any set A in Vp and 
any set D in V we have the identity

(J cAIdp}p(I>) = J  cArsDId p .
П

Let s = г{св . be a real-valned simple function, that is, we have r* in
i = 1 1

R  and Dt in V for i  = 1, .. ., n. It is easy to show that

(Jsldp) = J  eAsI dp .

From [9], Section 1, Theorem 2 we get that the family S(V , R) of real- 
valued simple functions is dense in the locally convex space {L(p, R),
Il ||ft, h in H). The topology in this space is generated by the family of 
seminorms ||/||й = (J j/\2dvh)* over all h in H. (See also [10], Section 3, 
Theorem 7.)

Take any set В  in Yp. We have the function cB in L(p , R) and therefore 
there exists a net of simple functions st such that lim Ita-Sfllft = 0 for 
all h in H. Since

/ \cBC A -GAst\2dvh ^  f  \eB- s t\2dvh

for all h in H we have lim eB — eA ̂ ||л = 0 for all Ti in И  and all A in Vp.
t

For every function / in L(p , R) we have the inequality

|J/Idp&|< ||/||л for all h in В  (see [9], Section 2)..

Using the previous inequality we have

\feAcBI d p h - j c AstIdph\ < \\cAcB- c Ast\\h
and

cBldpb  — j s tIdpl^ < ||cB —««Ил

for all h in H. We conclude for all b in  H  that lim J  eAstIdpb — f  cAcBIdpb
t

and lim j s tIdpb = j c BIdpb. Since the operator j e AIdp  is continuous
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we get
cAId p ^ jj stIdp7ij = (J  cA I  # ) ( J  св  I  dp й)

for all h in 3 .  Thus we conclude
pp(A)pp{B) = pp(A n B ).

From Lemma 1 we get immediately that
pp(A) = pp(A)pp(A) and pp{A)pp(B) = pp(B)pp(A)

for all sets A and В  in Vp. Therefore the set function pp is a mapping 
from Vp into the family of orthogonal projection operators over the Hilbert 
space satisfying pp(A)pp(B) = pp(A n B )  = 0  for all disjoint sets A and 
В  in Vp.

Let us now show that pp is strongly countably additive on Vp, and 
therefore a projective volume. Let A and An be sets in Vp such that the 
sequence An consists of pairwise disjoint sets such that A = U  An. Set

П
Bn = J . jU . . .u An for all positive integers n, since the sequence of values 
cBji(x) converges to the value cA(x) for all x in X  and since \cBn{x)\ < cA(x) 
for all x, we have from [7] Corollary 1 that j c BnId uh converges to the 
value f c AIduh for all Ji in 3 .  Therefore we have ^ p p(An)h = pp(A)h 
in the Hilbert space ( 3 ,  \ |) for all Ji in 3 .  n

Let q be any projective volume on Vp which is an extension of the 
projective volume p. We now show that pp{A) — q(A) for all sets A in 
Vp. Fix a point h in 3 .  For the volume v'h on Vp defined by vh{A) = 
= \q(A)h\2 we have that v'h is an extension of the volume vh on V defined 
as vh(A) — \p(A)h\2 for all sets A  in V. From Theorem 1 we have V c: Vp cr 
<= (Ул)с. Let us now make the following observation. If щ is a volume 
on the prering V{ for i  = 1 ,2  and c  V2 c  (FJc and = v2(A)
for all sets A  in Vx, then the completion (v- ĉ of vx is equal to the completion 
(v2)c of v2. Since from [2], Section 1, Theorem 2 and [5] Theorem 3, under 
the previous conditions on vx and v2 we have (t^c is an extension of {vx)c 
and the completion of is (vx)c. Since (v2)c is an extension of and 
V2 c= ( Vx)c we get (,у1)с is an extension of v2 and therefore is an extension 
of (v2)0 yielding (Vjjc = (v2)c. Thus we have that the volumes (vh)c and 
(vh)e are equal for all h in 3 .  Therefore from [8], Lemma 1, we have for 
any Banach space У that the spaces B 2(vh, У) and L 2{vh, Y) are identical 
for all Ji in 3 .  Thus we have L (p , Y) and L(q, Y) identical. Applying 
the previous to the projective volume pp we get that L(p , Y) is equal 
to L{pp , Y).

Consider the operators Tex and k2 defined by the formulas kx(f)  = j f ld q  
and k2(f) = jf ld p p  for all functions / in L (p ,B ). Since the projective 
volumes pp and q are both extensions of p  we have kx(s) = k2(s) for all 
functions sin£ (F , Л) the family of real-valued simple functions. Since the
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operators Te± and Tc2 are continuous in the locally convex topology on L{p, E) 
into L{R) with the strong operator topology, and since the family 8 (V, E) 
is dense in L(p , E) with respect to this locally convex topology we have 

and &2 equal on L(p , E). For any set A in Vp we have
pp{A) = h2{cA) = hx{cA) = q(A).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let p be a projective volume on the prering V into the fam ily  

P{H) of othogonal projective operators on the Hilbert space H. I f  T is a linear 
continuous operator from H into H such that Tp(A) = p(A )T  for all sets A 
in  V, then

T ^ jfldp^  — [ jf ld p ^ T  for all f  in  L (p ,E ).

Proof. If s belongs to the family 8 {V, E) of real-valued simple func
tions then we have

sldp} = [js Id p ^ T .

From the continuity of the operator T, the density of the simple functions 
8 {V,E), and the continuity of the operator mapping / into f f ld p  on 
the locally convex space L(p , E) into L (H ) with the strong operator 
topology we get T (ffld p )  = (JfId p )T  for all functions / in L(p, E).

Corollary 1. Let p be a projective volume on the prering V into the 
fam ily P{H) and let F  be a Banach space of linear continuous operators 
mapping the Hilbert space H into itself satisfying Tp(A) = p (A )T  for 
all operators T in  F  and all sets A in  V. Then pp(A)T  = Tpp(A) for all 
operators T in  F  and all sets A in  Vp.

3. Relations between the integral generated by a projective volume 
and its completion. If p is a projective volume from the prering V into 
the family F(H ) of orthogonal projection operators on the Hilbert space 
H, then the projective volume pp on the sigma-ring Vp is called the 
completion of the projective volume p. In the proof of Theorem 3 it was 
shown that for any Banach space У the spaces L(p, Y) and L(pp , Y) 
are equal. This followed from [8], Theorem 1, since for each h in H 
the volumes \p{')h\2 and \pp{ • )A|2 had identical completions. From [8], 
Theorem 1, we also get that for each / in L (p , У) the integrals 
j\f\*d\p(-)h\* and f\f\*d\pp(-)h\* are equal for all h in H  and therefore 
the spaces L(p , Y) and L(pp , Y) are identical as locally convex spaces 
with the topology generated by the family of seminorms (f \f\2d\p(-)h\2Ÿ 
for all h in H.

Theorem 4. Let p be a projective volume on the prering V into the 
fam ily P{H), and let F  be a Banach space of linear continuous operators 
from the Hilbert space H into itself such that p (A )T  = Tp (A) for all operators 
T in F  and all sets A in  V. Denote by pp the completion of the projective
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volume p. Then the locally convex spaces L (p , F) and L(pp, F) are identical 
and for each function f  in  L (p , F) we have

jf d p  = Jfd p p .

Proof. The equality of the locally convex spaces L(p , F) and L{pp, F ) 
was established in the discussion before the statement of Theorem 4.

Consider the mapping gx and g2 from the locally convex space L(p, F) 
into the Banach space F  given by

9i (/) = J fd p  and g2(f) «= j f d p p.

We have for any simple function s in S (V ,F )  that gx{s) = g2(s). From 
the density of the family S (V ,F )  in the locally convex space L(p , F) 
and from the continuity of the operators gx and g2 from the locally convex 
space L(p , F ) into the space F  with the strong operator topology we get 
that the operators gx and g2 are identical.
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